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Learning Objectives
1. List analysis approaches for handling
“nonconforming” trial participants and describe
limitations of each.
2. Identify which approach (intention-to-treat
versus per-protocol) is used in a trial.
3. Define objectives for superiority, equivalence,
and non-inferiority trials.
4. Select the trial objective for an example study.
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Trial Analysis:
Intention-to-treat,
Per-protocol, and
As-treated
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Basic Randomized Controlled Trial
End of Trial
Drug A
Follow-up
(e.g., until first cardiovascular
event)

Subjects
Randomized

Placebo
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But…Trials are not perfect!
• “Violations of study protocol” can happen:
• Lost to follow-up
• Switch trial arms due to side effects or safety risk
(sometimes allowed)
• Randomized but do not receive treatment assigned
• Accidentally receive opposite arm’s intervention
• Treated with prohibited concomitant intervention

Perspect Clin Res 2016;7(3): 144-6.
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But…Trials are not perfect!
• Once data is collected, what to do with these
“nonconforming” patients in our analysis?
• Exclude?
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Exclusion: “Per-Protocol” Analysis
• Per-protocol (Pp) analysis:
“a comparison of treatment groups that includes only
those patients who completed the treatment originally
allocated.”

• Excluding anyone who does not adhere to the
(strict) protocol

CMAJ 2011;183(6):696.
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The problems with per-protocol
analysis
• Loses randomization effect of balancing
confounding factors
• Can introduce bias
• Non-adherence (to drug or placebo) is often related to
an increased risk of the outcome
• Excluding these “switchers” or “drop-outs” makes the
treatment look better than truly is

• Reduces power (increases Type II error)
Because of these limitations, per-protocol is not
the standard analysis in typical drug RCTs
Perspect Clin Res 2016;7(3): 144-6.
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Okay, so now what?
• There are two other major approaches to
analysis:
• Intention-to-treat
• As-treated
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Intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis
• All participants are analyzed in the group to
which they have been randomized
• Regardless of whether they:
• Received a different intervention than they were
supposed to receive
• Did not receive any intervention at all!
• Were non-adherent to therapy
• Dropped out before the end of the trial
• Otherwise deviated from the study protocol
Perspect Clin Res 2016;7(3): 144-6.
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Intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis
ITT is the ”gold standard” of analysis for most
RCTs
• Preserves randomization
• Maintains sample size
• Reduces bias from non-adherence to trial arm /
protocol

• However…
• Very conservative approach
• Ignoring switching often dilutes the drug’s effect in
RCTs
• “exposure misclassification”

• Not very useful in observational studies
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Briefly: As-treated analysis
• Not excluded, not analyzed as randomized group
• Analyzed as whatever you are getting, when
you get it (can be time-varying)
• Used frequently in observational studies
• Complex data coding

• Rarely used in RCTs
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Examples
Intention-to-treat:

As-treated:

• “Women were randomly
assigned,in a 1:1 ratio…to
receive romosozumab in a
blinded fashion at a dose of 210
mg or placebo…We used an
intention-to-treat approach for
all the analyses for the
assessment of the treatment
effect.”

NEJM 2016;375:1532-43.

BMJ 2014;348:g2780.
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Superiority,
Equivalence, and
Non-inferiority Trials
The basics and applications
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“Typical” randomized controlled
trial objective?
• Demonstrate that a (new) drug is significantly
“better” than placebo
• RR 0.67 (95% CI 0.50 – 0.80) for stroke with Drug A vs.
placebo
• ARR 12.5% (95% CI 8.0% - 15%) in stroke for Drug A vs.
placebo

• Showing “superiority” of the new drug
But we might have different interests in mind!
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Different trial “objectives”

Trials 2011;12:106.

Superiority
What we
show
More details

Often used in:
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Different trial “objectives”

Trials 2011;12:106.

Superiority
What we
show

Drug A is better than
placebo/Drug B

More details

Often used in: Phase 3/drug
approval RCTs
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Different trial “objectives”

Trials 2011;12:106.

Superiority
What we
show

Drug A is better than
placebo/Drug B

More details

“Estimated value of
the outcome in the
treated group is
‘better’ than the
estimate in the control
group”
E.g., ARR CI does not
cross 0 or RR CI does
not cross 1 – there is
not a possibility that
they have the same
effect

Often used in: Phase 3/drug
approval RCTs
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Different trial “objectives”
Superiority
What we
show

Drug A is better than
placebo/Drug B

More details

“Estimated value of
the outcome in the
treated group is
‘better’ than the
estimate in the control
group”

Trials 2011;12:106.

Equivalence
Drug A is not worse
nor better than Drug B

E.g., ARR CI does not
cross 0 or RR CI does
not cross 1 – there is
not a possibility that
they have the same
effect
Often used in: Phase 3/drug
approval RCTs

Brand v. generic
bioequivalence,
vaccine consistency
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Different trial “objectives”
Superiority

Equivalence

What we
show

Drug A is better than
placebo/Drug B

Drug A is not worse
nor better than Drug B

More details

“Estimated value of
the outcome in the
treated group is
‘better’ than the
estimate in the control
group”

”…Two products are
the same or ‘not
unacceptably
different’ from each
other.”

E.g., ARR CI does not
cross 0 or RR CI does
not cross 1 – there is
not a possibility that
they have the same
effect
Often used in: Phase 3/drug
approval RCTs

Trials 2011;12:106.

Confidence interval of
Drug A effect falls
within pre-specified
equivalence margin
(+/-∆)
Typically use 90% CI
Brand v. generic
bioequivalence,
vaccine consistency
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Different trial “objectives”
Superiority

Equivalence

Trials 2011;12:106.

Non-inferiority

What we
show

Drug A is better than
placebo/Drug B

Drug A is not
Drug A is not worse
nor better than Drug B unacceptably WORSE

More details

“Estimated value of
the outcome in the
treated group is
‘better’ than the
estimate in the control
group”

”…Two products are
the same or ‘not
unacceptably
different’ from each
other.”

E.g., ARR CI does not
cross 0 or RR CI does
not cross 1 – there is
not a possibility that
they have the same
effect
Often used
for:

Phase 3/drug
approval RCTs

than Drug B

Confidence interval of
Drug A effect falls
within pre-specified
equivalence margin
(+/-∆)
Typically use 90% CI
Brand v. generic
bioequivalence,
vaccine consistency

New treatment
compared to
standard of care
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Different trial “objectives”
Superiority

Equivalence

Trials 2011;12:106.

Non-inferiority

What we
show

Drug A is better than
placebo/Drug B

Drug A is not
Drug A is not worse
nor better than Drug B unacceptably WORSE

More details

“Estimated value of
the outcome in the
treated group is
‘better’ than the
estimate in the control
group”

”…Two products are
the same or ‘not
unacceptably
different’ from each
other.”

E.g., ARR CI does not
cross 0 or RR CI does
not cross 1 – there is
not a possibility that
they have the same
effect
Often used
for:

Phase 3/drug
approval RCTs

than Drug B

Typically use 90% CI

• Lower bound
part of CI for the
difference in
effect size (RR
or ARR) of 2
drugs does not
extend BELOW
a prespecified
number (∆ - the
acceptable
number for how
much ‘worse’
Drug A can be)

Brand v. generic
bioequivalence,
vaccine consistency

New treatment
compared to
standard of care
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Confidence interval of
Drug A effect falls
within pre-specified
equivalence margin
(+/-∆)

Why would we care if a drug is “not
worse” versus ”equivalent” or
”better”?
• New treatment has some advantage compared
to standard-of-care/approved therapy
• Clinicians/patients willing to “trade off” for some
margin of reduced effectiveness
• Improved safety profile
• More patient-friendly dosing schedule or
administration (weekly vs. daily, oral vs. injectable)
• Simpler storage (no refrigeration requirement)
• Reduced cost
Trials 2011;12:106.
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Visual Representation of Trial
Objectives

Trials 2011;12:106.
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Essential Steps for Non-Inferiority
Trial
Choose a
comparator
for the new
drug

Select a
margin of
non-inferiority

Conduct trial,
obtain a risk
difference
with 95% CI

Assess
lower-bound
part of CI
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Essential Steps for Non-Inferiority
Trial
Choose a
comparator
for the new
drug

Select a
margin of
non-inferiority

Conduct trial,
obtain a risk
difference
with 95% CI

For stroke
prevention
in patients
with atrial
fibrillation

versus

Apixiban

Assess
lower-bound
part of CI

Warfarin
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Essential Steps for Non-Inferiority
Trial
Choose a
comparator
for the new
drug

Select a
margin of
noninferiority

1% increased stroke risk in
the apixaban group is
accepted
(lower bound 95% CL for RD
comparing warfarin to
apixaban stroke risk is ≥-1%)

Conduct trial,
obtain a risk
difference
with 95% CI
=(-)1%

Assess
lower-bound
part of CI

0% RD means that there is
no difference in stroke risk
between groups

Risk
Difference
(ARR)
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Essential Steps for Non-Inferiority
Trial
Choose a
comparator
for the new
drug

Select a
margin of
noninferiority

Conduct
trial, obtain
a risk
difference
with 95% CI
=1% (-0.01)

Risk
Difference
(ARR)

Assess
lower-bound
part of CI

RD (warfarin):
0.02
(95% -0.005 to 0.08)
2% stroke risk increase for
warfarin group
BUT lower end of CI (-0.5%)
does not go past 1%
difference (-0.01 on RD
scale)
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Other Considerations
• Choosing an appropriate comparator
• What margin (∆) to choose
• Delphi vs. formal methods

• What population to analyze (ITT vs. PP)
• When to consider superiority
• Better than placebo?
• Sample size

Trials 2011;12:106.
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In this example,
an absolute risk
reduction (risk
difference) is used
rather than a risk
ratio
Trials 2011;12:106.
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Questions?
Contact info:
Kaley (Kaleen) Hayes, PharmD
k.hayes@mail.utoronto.ca
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